Brainy women. Broken hearts. Unexpected strategies...

Couple Mechanics  
by Nelly Alard

“A keen look at the work of love at that point — tough for everyone — when passion must be replaced by will.”  
— The Economist

“A darkly comic psychological thriller ... the sexual accounting is masterly.”  
— Times Literary Supplement

“This novel packs a surprising emotional wallop, raising questions about the natures of passion and marriage within the context of early-21st-century French politics.”  
— Kirkus Reviews

Willful Disregard  
by Lena Andersson

“Willful Disregard is a story of the heart written with bracing intellectual rigor. It is a stunner, pure and simple.”  
— Alice Sebold, best-selling author of The Lovely Bones

“Women fall for the wrong guy even in very nice places like Sweden ... Andersson does a masterly job of reeling in the reader. Added bonus: The novel comes with long passages of brainy debate that you can memorize and use to impress friends at parties.”  
— New York Times Book Review

The Other Woman  
by Therese Bohman

“This captivating, character-driven tell-all provides the reader with a unique insight, from what the other woman wants out of the affair to how she justifies it to herself.”  
— New York Daily News

“In brilliant asides, the narrator questions her own loyalty toward women, speaks frankly about her sexual aura, considers the ease with which men survive, and shares the rules to being a proper mistress — no lipstick, no perfume, and never adjust the passenger seat.”  
— Publishers Weekly (starred review)
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